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Dear Reader,
Totally contrary to our times in tech school or university we are eager
to learn. Maybe this is related to the fact that we are now learning
things in a different way. In the old school days we mostly had to cram
in a bunch of formulas and to memorize how to apply them – and off
you go. Nowadays, we learn by tackling measurement tasks sent to us
by our customers and by preparing material for the presentations we
give at our webinars or seminars. So we decided to combine these two
great learning opportunities in our 4th Power Analysis and Design
Symposium. If you want to know more – just check out the next
paragraph of this newsletter.

Enjoy your reading!
Bernhard Baumgartner

Be part of our 4th Power Analysis and Design Symposium

On May 6th, international power supply
experts will share their knowledge at our
annual Power Analysis & Design Symposium
in Germany. This year’s symposium will be
held again in Eching near Munich. You can
find the abstracts of all lectures on our
symposium page
www.omicron-lab.com/event.

This year, we have added some extra fun:
The pre-symposium “Open Lab” event
taking place on May 5th from 16:00 to 19:00.
In the Open Lab we are offering you the
chance to perform power supply measurements with the Bode 100 together with the OMICRON Lab
team. We will setup several measurement stations for your circuits. So feel free to challenge us with
your measurement task and bring the power supply you are currently working on. To ensure that
everything works out smoothly, we are offering our famous "Austrian Bier after vier”. We are looking
forward to a great symposium and challenging measurements. Since the number of participants is
limited, we recommend to register right away by using this button:

More support for you!

Working closely with you helps us to stay in touch with latest technology. By providing application
know how, we can contribute to accurate and reproducible measurement results. However, a
growing number of products and applications leads to more requests. To ensure that we can keep
up our dedicated level of support, our support team has been strengthened with an additional
application engineer. Our new team member Tobias will mainly focus on Bode 100 related
applications and requests. By welcoming Tobias to our team we take the chance to introduce you to
our international support team:
In our Austrian office Kathi is your contact for quotes, order and event administration. Florian, Tobias
and Bernhard are ready to tackle all Bode 100 related support tasks. Markus, Wolfgang and
Bernhard provide support for our Precision Timing Solutions. In our US office in Houston Angela is
your first point of contact for all OMICRON Lab products. And if you are based in Asia, Agnes and
Matthew will take care of your requests from our Hong Kong office. However, you do not need to
remember all these names; simply send your support requests to support@omicron-lab.com and
we will be happy to contact you right away.

End-to-end Precision Timing Solutions

By adding the PTP compliant switch RSP20 from Hirschmann to our
product portfolio, we are now offering a complete end-to-end
IEEE 1588 solution for industrial applications. The RSP20 works
perfectly with our PTP Grandmaster clock OTMC 100 and the PTP time
converter TICRO 100. Further on, it is certified for IEC 61850
applications in the electric power industry and fully supports the PTP
power profile in accordance with IEEE C37.238-2011. For more
information simply visit our web shop or contact us at
info@omicron-lab.com
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